
fruitcore  
Training station

Hands-on 
future-oriented 
digital training.



6-axis industrial robot HORST600 
with enclosure 
 

6-axis industrial robot HORST600
with mobile robot base 

Training station B           25.495 € *

ROBOT:

HORST6001

- 6-axis industrial robot
- Maximum payload: 3 kg2

- Range: 584 mm

ROBOT:
HORST600
- 6-axis industrial robot
- Maximum payload: 3 kg2

- Range: 584 mm

ENCLOSURE: 
Completely closed,  
all-purpose protective enclosure
- Safety door
- Mount for robot control panel
- Work surface with hole patterns
  for a variety of training applications

MOBILE ROBOT BASE:
All-purpose platform, enclosed 
on two sides
- Emergency stop button
- Mount for robot control panel
- 2D safety scanner
- Work surface with hole patterns
  for a variety of training applications
- With wheels for mobile use

* Value-added tax not included
2Depending  on load distances and speed.

1On demand with HORST900.  Different prices apply. 

Training station A       18.995 € *



HORST makes a lot of things easier, including 
in training. Our industrial robot is the perfect 
combination of production system and  
training application. It’s ideal for giving your 
company’s apprentices a hands-on demonstra-
tion of what’s important and not just in theory. 
Intuitive and hands-on where possible. Offline 
on the PC where necessary. Everything  
trainees need to know about automation.  
This is how Industry 4.0 is done today: It starts 
during training. In educational institutions.  
At companies. Everywhere.

• Learning what Industry 4.0 means in  
practice and applying it at the company 

• IoT - open interfaces for the transfer of 
programs, control of external machines 
and for integration of safety-relevant 
components 

• Compact and flexible (Euro-pallet format) 
• Prepare for future - interactive, easy and 

affordable 
• Plug in and go

Practical. Future-oriented.
Digital.

Further components of training stations A & B:       Included

Advantages:

TRAINING APPLICATIONS INCLUDING 
SOLUTIONS:
- Hands-on palletizing of balls
- Programming loops in the ball path
- Accuracy and linear movements in the labyrinth

EQUIPMENT: 
- Robot control panel
- Switch cabinet including complete 
  safety control
- Electric robot gripper with gripper 
  jaws for applications

SOFTWARE:
 

- Software licenses for offline 
  programming of horstFX
- Complete visualization with the digital twin
- JavaScript programming language

TEACHING UNITS:

- Didactically developed tutorials for immediate    
  use, including exercises and solutions
- Different levels of complexity (graphical
  and textual programming)
- Incl. basics of robotics



In cooperation with:

“In HORST, our students can find the various  
programming languages they learn about in class.  

In addition, it doesn’t take long to initialize HORST, and it 
comes with a great graphical user interface.  

This is why HORST offers many  
advantages for the educational field.”

Siegmar von Detten from Zeppelin-Gewerbeschule (vocational school) 
in Constance talks about the advantages of HORST for the educational field: 

https://fruitcore-robotics.com/media/videos/
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